NEWS FROM THE SOUTH-EAST EUROPEAN UNION
Ana Gagic, previous Children’s Ministries Director

Children meeting in Katai Salaš
This was the first time we organized a children’s meeting on Sunday 6.05.2018, and we were not at an ordinary place. We were in a small village with a little farm and a big playground.

The children were singing, and learning new children Christian songs. One group of children beautifully performed ‘today’s problems of children and their need for Jesus’. Children were divided into groups and they had different tasks. Every group had to create one day of the Creation.
Children meeting in city of Niš
On 12 May 2018 we had a wonderful trip with children through the Biblical cities.

Before the programme started conductors were giving out tickets for a train that travels to New Jerusalem.

Every Church had one city from the Bible
In the end we arrived in New Jerusalem.
Children’s Ministries meetings

In Podgorica and Negotin

Union meeting for children ministries leaders with Linda Koh

The training took place in Belgrade from 29 June to 1 July in 2018.

The topics were:

- Ministry to Children with Special Needs
- Winning Ways With Your Teenagers
- Evangelizing Postmodern Teens
- Teens and Religion
Messy Church in Belgrade

Samson
**Zlatibor – Bible camp for children**

This is the older group from 13 to 15 years.

Leaders were:
Dalibor and Aleksandra Jovanović

**Younger group from 8-12**

Leaders were:
Miroslav and Ana Gagić

Both groups were at our resort for 7 days and every day they had classes that included:
- Music
- Science class
- Bible class
- Archaeology class
- Creative workshops
- Hygiene class
**Pathfinders**
Hilk or Christian Scout summer camp.

This year our Hilk was on Grza.

We had many workshops:
- "Zipline"
- Making candles,
- Learning kayaking,
- Knowledge of stars in the sky and so on.
We made a small zoo where the children had the opportunity to learn to take care of real animals.

We had a goat and a kid, chickens, guinea fowls, cats.

**Online broadcasting**

Recording the new stories for children. You can visit us here:  
http://www.visetv.net/channel/vreme-je-za-pricu/

**The Creation Case**

We translated The Creation Case (Archaeology for Kids) and released it online on our internet TV channel GLAS NADE TV and VISE TV.